Mirror Lake Watershed Committee
Site Walk - Lang Pond Road
Minutes
October 21, 2016


Members Absent: Steve Wingate, Dusty Davies, Jeff Moody, Members.

Other Present: Guy Pike.

Site walk began on south end of Lang Pond Road. Comments and Observations bulleted below:

- Signage required (both ends of the road): one lane; speed limit, remove/revise Boat Launch Sign; correct beach signage
- Small Maple tree on Mirror Lake side needs to be removed – Safety Issue
- Small overflow culvert: needs extension on south side and embankment reinforced with stones to prevent erosion; culvert needs cleaning and to be “flushed out”. Brush needs cutting and outlets need debris removed to facilitate a better flow to the Lake
- Reflector Guards needed, sharp drop-off – Safety Issue
- Noted that one telephone pole had been removed, and the second pole already had replacement pole in place
- New double culvert: channel to the Lake needs to be cleaned out; reflector guards need to be installed. Safety Issue
- Embankments on either side of the double culvert need additional reinforcement to prevent erosion (LA Drew)
- Perched Beach: Looks good and conforms to the setting. Would benefit from an additional row of stones at street level, pitched back toward the level of the road and away from the beach (LA Drew)
- Culvert on north end of Lang Pond Road: Embankments need large stones for reinforcement to prevent erosion. (LA Drew); “turn-outs” and plunge pools need to be cleaned out; channel needs to be cleaned out; reflector guards need to be installed – Safety Issue
- Recommended that the Town plow in one direction, away from Mirror Lake and to the south side of the road
- Flow noted from double culvert to the Lake

Overall, the consensus was that the road has been significantly improved upon and that the character of the road maintained.

Meeting adjourned at 8:39AM

Minutes recorded by Faye Friedrich